IEEE Software Developers Toolkit: Templates, Examples, and Official Standards Terms on CD-ROM

Over a dozen templates based on official IEEE Standards available in Microsoft Word .doc format and also in OpenOffice.org .odt open document format for your convenience. Easy VuSpec Flash interface with navigator and search tool guides you through the templates and examples.

Also includes over 1,400 standards terms with definitions directly from the official IEEE/ISO/IEC Standards.
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Templates:
- CONOPS: Software System Definition; Concept of Operations (based on IEEE Std 1362-1998)
- USER: Software User Documentation (based on IEEE Std 1063-2001) Includes bonus example templates with style sheets for technical writers: HTML Help (.chm) format; Oracle Help for Java format; JavaHelp format. Maintenance Template
- SVVP: Software Verification and Validation Plan (based on IEEE Std 1012-2004)